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Survey
As the number of projects in organizations skyrocket, understanding project fundamentals and fostering
project management skills have become essential for all leaders and managers. Yet project failure rates
remain extremely high. Why?
Leaders have too many projects with too little visibility into them, and they lack the project oversight and
delivery competencies to untangle them. Project managers have the technical skills, but have trouble
translating their hands-on knowhow up to the leader’s-eye view.
As part of the development of the forthcoming HBR Project Management Handbook, we performed a
survey with HBR readers to better understand how organizations are using projects now, where they are
finding success with projects, and where they are struggling.
Special thanks to the support provided by Antoine Adams, CEO and founder of pmo-online.com, and
Jonathan Norman, my editorial adviser since 2012, in the development of this report.
This report summarizes the findings of the research completed during the summer of 2020, composed of
two surveys, one answered by 556 executives and the second by 728 project professionals. A total of 1.284
respondents, who we want to thank for their valuable insights.
Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez
Author the HBR Project Management Handbook
Website:
LinkedIn:
LI Newsletters:
Youtube:
Twitter:
Newsletter:

http://www.antonionietorodriguez.com/
http://be.linkedin.com/in/antonionietorodriguez
Lead Projects Successfully
The Project Economy by ANR
@anietorodriguez
Sign-up here, join +60.000 expert
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Executive Summary (1/2)
1.

In a world driven by change, executives are spending more time on projects.

2.

2/3rds of project management professionals also have an operational role.

3.

In the past five years, whilst the number of projects has significantly increased, it remains stubbornly
difficult to estimate how much of a company’s revenue is generated by projects.

4.

The amount of revenue generated by projects is clearly significant, yet the ROI% that projects
deliver is low across the board.

5.

26% of projects are dedicated to organizational transformation.

6.

Whilst 50% of projects are deemed to succeed, the other half don’t deliver their expected value.

7.

Lack of resources, poor project management competencies, inappropriate culture are main
challenges.

8.

Sponsors struggle with the lack of alignment, too many stakeholders and the lack of discipline on
their projects.

9.

Selection and prioritization of projects is a top-down exercise, using outdated techniques.
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Executive Summary (2/2)
10. Boards of Directors and key Shareholders are regularly updated on their key projects.
11. Executives appreciate the value of projects but don’t fully recognize project managers.
12. The increase in project numbers, is not matched by an increase in time and focus senior leaders
dedicate to their oversight.
13. Only 13% of executives have received a training on how to be an effective sponsor.
14. Project management professionals struggle to invest in the learning and education required to
increase levels of project success.
15. 80% of executives aspire to invest and build project management competencies within their
organization.
16. Waterfall project management is still used far more widely than agile; hybrid approaches are on the
rise.
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Respondents’ Company Employees - Survey Demographics
Q18 - How many employees does your company have?

25,00%

Number of participants: 1.284
Senior Executives:
Project Experts:

556 responses
728 responses
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Respondents’ Company Location - Survey Geography

25%
42%

27%
40%

4%

Continent

Exec

Prof

Asia

12%

11%

Australasia

3%

2%

Europe

25%

27%

Middle East

4%

8%

North America

42.%

40%

South America

9%

7%

Africa

4%

3%

8%

12%
11%

4%
9%
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1. In a world driven by change, executives are spending
more time on projects
• Executives spend the largest share of their time managing the day-to-day activities of the business.
• However, over recent years, executives have been dedicating a growing amount of their time (now
32%) to project activities.
• An interesting highlight is that they only spend 23% of their time on strategy; as the lifecycle of
strategies shortens, so executives spend less time on long term thinking.
• In the “other” category, executives do:
•
•
•
•

How do you split your time between the following modes?

Fire fighting / crisis management
People management / coaching / training
Customer activities / selling
Communication / meetings

Strategy and long-term thinking
(scenario planning, innovation…)

4%

23%

32%

With the adoption of artificial intelligence
executives will spend even less time in day-to-day
activities; within the next five years the largest
share of their time will be dedicated to projects
© Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez – not for distribution, sale or reproduction without permission
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Day-to-day management of the
organization (sales, finance,
operations, continuous improvement…)
Projects and implementation of
initiatives (transformation, change...)
Other
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2. 2/3rd of project management professionals also have an
operational role
• When asked how much of their time they dedicate to project activities, only 36%, of all project
management professionals who responded, listed it as a fulltime job.
• 64% of the respondents are still project managing alongside other roles.
• A further 36% of respondents spend half of their time or less in project activities.
How much time do you dedicate to leading and managing projects?

11%

100% - It is my full time work

2%
36%

75% - I do some operational
tasks in parallel
50% - I split my day-to-day
work with project activities

23%

28%

• Today, project management is not considered as
a full-time job in many organizations.

25% - Most of my work is
operational, but I do some
projects on top
10% - I work on projects
occasionally
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In the Project Economy we will see an increase of
fully dedicated project managers within
organizations. The scope of responsibility of the
project manager will expand into innovation and
ownership of delivering the benefits.
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3. In the past five years, the number of projects has
significantly increased
• 85% of respondents have seen an increase in the number of projects over the past five years. This is one of the
indicators that we are in the Project Economy.
• 25% of organizations have seen an explosion of projects, with a doubling of the number initiated.
• This view is shared by both executives and professionals.
• The adoption of artificial intelligence to run
operations and the need to react to faster
changing needs, new competitors, shorter
lifecycles, will be reflected in more, new
types of projects.

We have moved from a world driven by
efficiency to a world driven by change,
where projects will be the main unit of work.
This will also require profound changes in
how organizations are structured and run.
© Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez – not for distribution, sale or reproduction without permission
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4. The amount of revenue generated by projects is
significant
• The volume of an organization’s revenues generated by projects is evenly spread.
• 35% of respondents stated that projects generate between 50% to 100% of their companies' revenues.
• It is remarkable that 20% of executives don’t know what their projects contribute to their top line.

Please estimate how much of your company’s revenue is generated
through projects?

25%

• One of the main challenges with projects is that it is
hard to be precise on the benefits and impact
generated.
• Despite the positive responses, we believe there is a
need for more clarity and focus on project benefits.

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
0%

1-25%

26-50%
Executives

51-75% 76-100%
Professionals
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Projects will represent more than 50% of the work
in organizations; their impact on revenues will
keep growing. Historically, projects delivered their
benefits in the mid/long term, but as from now,
projects will need to deliver benefits faster and
weighted more to the short-term
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5. Yet the ROI% that projects deliver is low
• Return on investment (ROI) calculations are in the lower end, with only a fifth of respondents declaring that they
achieve a more than 20% return of investment.
• 25% of executives consider that their projects deliver an ROI of 10% or less.
• It is a concern that more than 20% of respondents don’t not know how much return is generated by their projects.
• One of the main challenges in projects is that it is
hard to be precise on the return of investment.
• The explosion of projects appears to be introducing
many poor projects that offset the few, really
impactful, ones. We believe there is a need for more
clarity and focus on project benefits.

Estimate the ROI% delivered by projects at your company
25%
20%
15%

Executives will need to be much more
precise in project selection and focus m on
the implementation of those projects with
higher returns and greater impact. New
machine learning tools will soon help with
the selection.
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6. 26% projects are dedicated to organizational
transformation
• Executives split their projects into three, almost even, categories: 34% on efficiency (less risk), 36% on sustainability
(moderate risk) and 26% on transformation (high risk).
• The ‘other’ category included projects on crisis management, customer relationships, education and remediation.
• Until now, some leading organizations, such as Google, used to distribute their projects as 60% in efficiency, 30% in
sustainability and 10% on transformation.
• Therefore, dedicating 26% of projects to
transformation is remarkable, and shows the higher
What percentage of your organization’s projects are dedicated to…
need to reinvent organizations.
Efficiency (Exploitation: operational,
regulatory, IT, continuous
imp ro vement...)

4%

34%

26%

Sustaining (Expansion: new products,
new services, acquisitions, new
technology, new channels…)
Tra nsformation (Exploration:
innovation, ideation, start-up, new
business models...)

36%

Other
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transformation will continue to increase. This will
change our traditional models. Transformation
projects are riskier and have a much higher
impact on employees’ confidence. Much more
efforts on change management will be needed.
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7. Half of projects succeed and the other half don’t deliver
their expected value
• The responses show that, relatively, very few companies are successful in delivering all their projects: only 22% have a
success rate above 75%.
• 53% of the respondents have a 50% success rate, which is higher than indicated in most of other research on project
success.
• However, this means that 50% of projects don’t deliver their value and waste organizations’ limited resources.
• This makes project management one of the
professions with the lowest success rate, in the
Project Economy. This has to change, urgently.

What's the success ratio of projects in your organization?
32%

35%

31%

30%

27%

25%

26%

25%
22%

20%

15%

15%

11%

10%

With the introduction of new project
management concepts, new competencies
and the introduction of advance technology,
success rates for projects will increase,
creating significantly more value
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8. Lack of resources, inappropriate culture, and lack of
project management competencies are main challenges
• Lack of resources is the number one challenge for executives on projects. This is no surprise, given the incredible
growth of projects over the past five years. Most organizations have more projects than what they can cope with.
• For project professionals, the major challenge is frequent changes in scope requirements, which could reflect a lack of
agility in their approach, or indecisiveness from leadership on what they want, or key stakeholders on what they need.
• There is consensus that old command and control cultures and hierarchical ways of working are a major impediment to
agility and project-based work.
• Lack of project management competencies is
the fourth most common challenge that
What are the top five challenges when implementing projects?
organizations are facing.
Professionals

Other

Executives

Projects hardly ever finish, hard to stop them…
Lack of senior management support
Hard to align different views around our key projects
Poor accountability on project delivery
Poor definition of business case when starting…
Too many projects
Lack of project management competencies
Frequent changes in requirements (scope) and…
Our culture is not agile enough, we still work very…
Lack of resources: projects are part-time activities…
0%

2%

4%

6%
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organizational matters. Leaders will need
to introduce significant changes in the way
they select and prioritize projects, add
flexibility to their structures and culture, and
build project management competencies.
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9. Sponsors struggle with a lack of alignment, too many
stakeholders and the lack of discipline on their projects
• The number one challenge for executives, when sponsoring a project, is the lack of alignment across the organization,
which is a likely consequence of silo mentality and the large volume of projects that organizations are undertaking.
• The second major challenge sponsors face is the sheer number of stakeholders that they must please, which
correlates with the lack of alignment.
• Lack of discipline in delivering the committed work is a fundamental challenge and key reason for project failure. Not
surprisingly, many CEO’s refer to the need to build implementation or execution competencies.
• Other challenges are related to the increased
number of projects and the reputation for
bureaucracy that project management has
amongst many executives.

Top challenges faced when Sponsoring Projects
Lack of alignment around the project across the
organization
Too many stakeholders to please
Lack of discipline in delivering promised work

Besides the major organizational and
cultural changes that executives need to
lead, they also need to learn how to
become effective project sponsors and
devote more time overseeing projects.
© Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez – not for distribution, sale or reproduction without permission

Difficulties understanding the strategic link and
benefits delivered by our projects
Too many projects to sponsor, no time for all of
them
Projects are too formal and bureaucratic, prefer
other methods to deliver change
Other:
Don’t see the value of spending my limited time
sponsoring projects
0%
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10. Project selection and prioritization is a top-down
exercise, involving outdated techniques
• Largely, the selection of projects is made on their contribution to strategic objectives, which is best practice.
• Interestingly, it remains primarily the top team who makes the selection, rather than any more ‘democratic’ approaches.
• Resources are allocated to projects based on capacity, which is another good practice.
• It is worrying to see that very few organizations know the expected value of their entire portfolio of projects, nor do
regularly cancel underperforming projects.
Which techniques does your organization have in place to select,
prioritize and implement is portfolio of projects?
Other
Professionals

Companywide selection committee that meets once a year

Executives

Regularly cancel projects when not progressing according…
Companywide selection committee that meets on a…

• Very few advanced techniques are being used
for project portfolio management across
organizations (such as tracking benefits,
company wide selection committees,
enterprise PMO’s).

The expected value of our entire portfolio of projects is w ell…
Projects are fully empowered with fully dedicated teams…
No formal process, every idea becomes a project
Tracking and capturing of all project benefits
Enterprise Project Management Office (PMO) established…
Everyone knows the top and most important projects in our…
Prioritization is done bottom-up, by each business unit and…
Resources are allocated to projects based on capacity…
Prioritization of projects is done by the top team and then…
Projects linked to our strategic objectives

0%

5%
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With the explosion of projects, selection
and prioritization becomes a strategic
competency. With the use of algorithms
leaders will be able to select the best
projects, and the optimal amount that their
organization can implement successfully
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11. Boards of Directors and key Shareholders are
regularly updated on their key projects
• Executives regularly inform their Board of Directors and main Shareholders on their key projects, which is good news.
• On the other hand, regularly providing information to financial (or external) analysts remains a rarity.
• It is also good to see that executives and project professionals agree to whom it is important to communicate about
their projects.

• In the ‘other’ category, respondents listed
team members, vendors and other
participants in the project

In the same way executives today
communicate their company sales and
profits, they will soon need to inform their
main stakeholders about their key projects:
the expected value, progress and actual
value generated.
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12. Executives appreciate the value of projects but don’t
fully recognize project managers
• According to project professionals, executives have different ways to demonstrate the value of project management,
the most frequently cited being that of making projects and integral part of their organization’s strategy.
• Other highly appreciated steps are the active participation of executives in project meetings and the celebration of
project success across the organization.
• On the other hand, executives don’t seem to recognize the value provided by project managers and have rarely
undergone any form of project management or sponsorship training.
• We have all heard about the wonders of
celebrating failure, however, according to the
respondents, it is hardly ever done.

How does the executive team demonstrate the value of project management?
Project failure is celebrated too across the organization
Other
Executives have formal training on project management and…
Project managers are recognized and have a clear career path

Professionals

A Project Management Office (PMO) is in place at executive…
We have a companywide project management system used in…
Projects are empowered by having full time dedicated teams…

Most future executives will have a strong
project management background and they
will be the ones that drive organizations
and employees through the uncertainties of
the new world driven by change

We have a formal project selection and prioritization process in…
Everyone knows the top and most important projects in our…
Project management is considered as a core competency
Project success is celebrated across the organization
Senior management often participates in project meetings and…
Projects are integral part of the organization’s strategy…

0

100
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13. Despite the increase in project volumes, senior leaders
don’t spend sufficient time overseeing projects
• Only 15% of the executives spend two or more days per week overseeing and supporting projects.
• 85% of executives spend less than two days per week, with 34% of the respondents spending between two to four
hours per week.
• Disappointingly, 23% of respondents dedicate only one hour or less to projects each week, and even worse, 8% of
executives don’t dedicate any time at all.
• Given the increase in projects over the past five years,
this time allocation seems inadequate. It may be that
executives lack the practical experience, the project
management knowledge for the role, or simply do not
understand the importance of the sponsor role.

How much time do senior leaders in your organization dedicate to
sponsoring projects?
Other

3%

Dedicate 16 hours (two days) per week

7%

Senior leaders don’t dedicate any time

8%

Dedicate more than two days per week

Senior leaders will dedicate at least 50% of
their time to selecting and overseeing
projects, and supporting their project
managers more proactively.

8%

Dedicate 5-8 hours (one day) per week

18%

Dedicate less than 1 hour per week

23%

Dedicate 2-4 hours (half day) per week

34%
0
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14. Only 13% of executives have received any training on
how to be an effective sponsor
• Surprisingly, only 13% of the executives have received specific training on how to be an effective sponsor.
• One third of respondents (34%) have not receive any project management or sponsorship related training at all.
• The good news is that 48% of executives have gone through a project management training.
• The ‘other’ category includes training on change management, agile, lean six sigma, innovation, or design thinking

Have you undertaken training or development around the role and
responsibilities of project sponsor?
Other

5%

No formal training on project sponsorship or
project management

34%
13%

Specific project sponsorship training
Project management training

48%
0
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competencies for an organization to excel
in the Project Economy also means that
executives, as well as other employees
and managers, are trained in modern
project management.
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15. Project management professionals need to invest in
learning and education to increase project success rates
• It is remarkable that, amongst the professionals, only 27% have received a formal project management training and
only 23% have any professional certification.
• One fourth of respondents (26%) have learned project management on the job, which is quite common route.
• Masters of Business Administration (MBAs) are a great addition to project managers’ skillsets. However, previous
researches has indicated that MBA’s don’t teach project management as part of their core curriculum.

What training or development have you taken in project management?

All project management professionals are
fully trained in modern project management
(which includes waterfall, agile, change
management, design thinking) and have
developed their strategic thinking, decision
making and leadership skills.
© Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez – not for distribution, sale or reproduction without permission

Other

4%

No training received so far

3%

I’ve learned project management on the job

26%

Master in Business Administration (MBA)

13%

Master in Project Management

5%
23%

I have a professional certification (PMP, Prince2, etc.)

27%

Formal project management training
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16. 80% of executives aspire to invest in and build project
management competencies within their organization
• There is a strong desire to grow project management capability inside organizations.
• Almost 80% of respondents confirm that projects are essential for their organization, and that they wish to invest in and
build project management competencies.
• This confirms that executives understand the need for skills inside their businesses and that project work is the way
forward.
• Project professionals also see the need for an increase in capability and skills.
• Interestingly, 17% of respondents confirm that
they are already good at implementing
projects.

How do you see project management competencies evolving in your
organization over the next five years?
Other
Projects don’t have any impact in our results, we
don’t see any value in investing in project…
Projects are essential for our organization, we
want to invest and build project management…
Projects are essential for our organization and
we are already good at implementing projects,…

0%
Professionals

20%

40%

60%

80%

Project management has become one of
the top three competencies that
organizations will develop for all their
employees, managers and senior leaders
over the next five years.

Executives
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17. Waterfall project management is still used far more
commonly than agile. Hybrid approaches are on the rise
• Although the buzz around agile project management has been taking the world by storm in the past decade, the
majority projects are still run using waterfall project management, with 27% of the respondents never using agile, and
33% applying agile only a quarter of their projects.
• Interestingly, just 3% of respondents apply agile to all their projects.
• 18% of respondents apply agile and waterfall equally to their projects
• ‘Other’ includes Kaizen, Rapid Prototyping, Spiral
principles, or the use of Agile techniques for
coordination.
• The polarization between Agile versus Waterfall Project
Management has generated more harm than good,
leading to increased project failures.

Organizations employ a tool box of
methods, tools and competencies, including
waterfall and agile, but also design thinking,
change management, product development,
etc, which are applied alone or in
combination depending on the project at
hand.
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18. Project Management Offices continue to play a backoffice role, focused on reporting, methods and tools
• The main role, responsibilities and value-add delivered by Project Management Offices continues to be unclear and
seems to vary between organizations.
• Interestingly, 17% of respondents, the largest grouping, don’t have a Project Management Office at all.
• The most common roles that PMO’s currently fulfil continue to be back office related and include reporting, establishing
methodologies and tools
• It is disappointing to see the low percentages for the greater added-value roles, such as strategic decisions or
capability building
If your organization has a Project Management Office (PMO) which of
the following roles do, they perform?
Other:

2%

Capability and skills development

6%

Strategic decisions and portfolio management

7%

Resource allocation and management

9%

Project management systems

10%

Project support and back office activities

10%

Scheduling and control

10%

Project management methodology and tools

13%

Reporting and performance management

16%

My organization does not have a PMO

17%

0

100
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don’t disappear, evolve into Strategy
Implementation Offices; supporting
executives strategic decision making and
driving the implementation of the
organization’s priorities and value creation.
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Conclusion (1/3)
1. With the adoption of artificial intelligence executives will spend even less time in day-to-day activities; within the
next five years the largest share of their time will be dedicated to projects
2. In the Project Economy we will see an increase of fully dedicated project managers within organizations. The
scope of responsibility of the project manager will expand into innovation and ownership of delivering the
benefits.
3. We have moved from a world driven by efficiency to a world driven by change, where projects will be the main
unit of work. This will also require profound changes in how organizations are structured and run.
4. Projects will represent more than 50% of the work in organizations; their impact on revenues will keep growing.
Historically, projects delivered their benefits in the mid/long term, but as from now, projects will need to deliver
benefits faster and weighted more to the short-term.
5. Executives will need to be much more precise in project selection and focus m on the implementation of those
projects with higher returns and greater impact. New machine learning tools will soon help with the selection.
6. The amount of projects dedicated to transformation will continue to increase. This will change our traditional
models. Transformation projects are riskier and have a much higher impact on employees’ confidence. Much
more efforts on change management will be needed.
7. With the introduction of new project management concepts, new competencies and the introduction of advance
technology, success rates for projects will increase, creating significantly more value.
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Conclusion (2/3)
8. Most project challenges relate to organizational matters. Leaders will need to introduce significant changes in
the way they select and prioritize projects, add flexibility to their structures and culture, and build project
management competencies.
9. Besides the major organizational and cultural changes that executives need to lead, they also need to learn
how to become effective project sponsors and devote more time overseeing projects.
10. With the explosion of projects, selection and prioritization becomes a strategic competency. With the use of
algorithms leaders will be able to select the best projects, and the optimal amount that their organization can
implement successfully.
11. In the same way executives today communicate their company sales and profits, they will soon need to inform
their main stakeholders about their key projects: the expected value, progress and actual value generated.
12. Most future executives will have a strong project management background and they will be the ones that drive
organizations and employees through the uncertainties of the new world driven by change
13. Senior leaders will dedicate at least 50% of their time to selecting and overseeing projects, and supporting their
project managers more proactively.
14. Building project management competencies for an organization to excel in the Project Economy also means
that executives, as well as other employees and managers, are trained in modern project management.
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Conclusion (3/3)
15. All project management professionals are fully trained in modern project management (which includes
waterfall, agile, change management, design thinking) and have developed their strategic thinking, decision
making and leadership skills.
16. Project management has become one of the top three competencies that organizations will develop for all their
employees, managers and senior leaders over the next five years
17. Organizations employ a tool box of methods, tools and competencies, including waterfall and agile, but also
design thinking, change management, product development, etc, which are applied alone or in combination
depending on the project at hand.
18. Those Project Management Offices that don’t disappear, evolve into Strategy Implementation Offices;
supporting executives strategic decision making and driving the implementation of the organization’s priorities
and value creation.
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Appendix 1
Executive’s Feedback
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Executives’ feedback (1/5)
• Project management is key for any organization. With the rapid change in business landscape, the organization
needs to be nimble and focusing on long term. With different challenges diverting- daily business and
management, employees often deviate from the original planned processes and the inter-dependencies then
stalls project progress. Adopting different methodology involving a specific team (who are not part of the daily
business operations) focusing on the key projects will help improve completion rates, yielding to far greater
returns.
• Because our company runs construction projects and has technical experts, they think that's sufficient for
internal projects/change mgmt. Things fall short because 1) we don't let the assigned person focus full time on a
large internal project but expect this to happen as a side project 2) we don't recognize the political process is
different and more hands-on, requiring internal sponsorship. Sponsors are too far removed from the work but
then don't trust recommendations they are given because it's not what they did, back in day.
• There is a big difference between IT projects & large-scale transition efforts, but much of the discipline focuses
techniques & training on the first, which with Agile is becoming more ‘cookie cutter’ than the second. Businesses
need people with the skills to work across functional disciplines to drive forward market/environment changes.
• One of the biggest challenges in operations and project management is the ever-increasing burden of regulatory
compliance. It is not just the project management skills, but also having the knowledge and skills for
compliance and an ever-increasing need for knowledge of technology and technology solutions.
• We have good project managers. Everyone wants to do their projects. The fight is to reduce the number of
projects.
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Executives’ feedback (2/5)
• Project initiation should stem from ‘what we excel at’ and marry well with the strategic objectives. Thereafter, we
need a certain mode of culture for projects to reach their destination.
• We are a small, established consulting business, using special projects to move services online for competitive
advantage and expansion of our market reach. The projects are funded from existing consulting revenue so
need better project management and ROI tracking.
• Project management is much more than templates and method. It involves three sets: mind, skills and tools plus
an organizational culture rooted for change and agile thinking.
• We are a midsize company that has always exercised lean resource management. Leadership identifies
strategic and operational projects which report to the new PMO. However, there is regular work and
smaller/intermediate projects that need to be undertaken to support infrastructure. These often conflict with
resource availability and can lead to projects not finishing on time.
• Internal projects require a fundamentally different approach and skill set. Treating internal projects like client
projects is the highest reason for failure.
• Project Management and portfolio management are central to the success of our company. We have
implemented tools and train the entire organization on these disciplines.
• Digital transformation is the main driving factor behind the increase in projects across our organization.
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Executives’ feedback (3/5)
• There is a dire need to inform all industries that the PM professional is an industry agnostic profession. Which
means that people should be allowed to work cross-functionally across industries.
• Talking about being agile is easier than doing it.
• The most challenging thing when implementing any Project Management Governance is to establish the
Investment Budget and apply Governance, no matter the project size or duration. If you leave any gate open,
the control is lost for large percentages of the funding bucket.
• As Innovation speeds up, project management becomes an ever-increasingly key competence to develop in all
organizations.
• The key to projects is the buy-in and the motivation of the implementing team and those whom the project
impacts. The issues around these matters dwarf all others; resources, training and techniques included.
• My company is an excellent example of an environment in which the importance project management and its
impact on strategic results is undervalued.
• Coaching is an essential skill for Project Managers and it is incredibly important that PMI see continuing
education opportunities outside of specific project management techniques if they want to enhance the
effectiveness of project managers.
• Project management sponsorship in senior executives is not taken seriously enough in many companies and
industries. More projects, than otherwise should, will not meet goals due to this factor.
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Executives’ feedback (4/5)
• Multiple frameworks may be required (from SCRUM to Kanban to PMI). Articulating them requires clear
strategy, objectives, resources, planning and transparent interactions, inspections and adaptations.
• The egotism (thinking in silos) of the business lines is sometimes overwhelming. We need another attitude and
organization in order to be successful.
• Project management is now the most critical tool for the success of most projects. COVID-19 has revealed that
without effective project management tools, most projects will fail. Technology now generates significant impact
in project delivery.
• One of our challenges is to combine traditional and agile methods to develop our projects.
• Projects have historically been costed at a project level. We are in process of moving to a product level funding
while, at the same time, starting to do work using a customer journey approach, and to allocate some funding
there. Focus on scope is needed to understand how the teams work and the funding works and who is
empowered, at what level, for what decisions.
• My company has just decided PMO is not an essential department and is letting me go (as PMO Manager) even though, for an IT outsourcing company, good PM discipline is paramount. It will be up to the individual
PMs to continue to uphold the practices and mindset of a good PM to ensure delivery of projects.
• Lack of project funding is affecting progress on project management in Africa.
• How do we ensure leadership team focus on the projects? They believe if idea has been approved, it is
delivered with a wave of hand.
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Executives’ feedback (5/5)
• Some of the best staff, I have worked with, have great project management skills. These skills are highly
desirable and mobile.
• The level of professionalism in project management is quite low. Stats show that having a PMP (Project
Management Professional) certification provides no increase in the likelihood of project success.
• Benefits Realization and Enterprise Portfolio Management are key focuses for improvement.
• Excellence in project management relies on consistent communication (emails, timings) and accessibility of
resources (access to documents and shared information). I’d be interested to see how much time organizations
spent on inefficient communication and on back-and-forth, redundant, activity rather than using that effort in
adding true value the project.
• Formal project management training and practical experience are highly valued, though surprisingly rare outside
of larger corporates. I've also worked with and in major consultancies and have been surprised at the lack of
formal project management training and skill.
• We are working on building project management competencies for every single employee. Projects are too
critical for the capabilities to be held by just a few.
• The Project management methodologies also need to consider the rules and regulations of the Federal
Governments and R & D Institutes, so that the implementation are within the scope of the institute.
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Appendix 2
Survey Questions
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Survey Questions - Executives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

How do you split your time between the following modes?
What has been the approximate increase of decrease in project numbers at your organization in past five years?
Please estimate much of your company’s revenue is generated by projects?
Please estimate the ROI% delivered by projects at your company
What percentage of your organization’s projects are dedicated to…
What's the success ratio of projects in your organization
What are the top five challenges your organization faces when implementing projects?
What are the top three challenges you face when sponsoring projects?
Which of the following techniques does your organization have in place to select, prioritize and implement its
portfolio of projects?
Which of the following stakeholders does your organization keep regularly informed about key projects?
Have you undertaken training or development around the role and responsibilities of project sponsor and/or the
fundamentals of project management?
How do you see project management competencies evolving in your organization over the next five years?
How many employees does your company have?
Where is your company located?
Any final thoughts you would like to share for our research?
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Survey Questions – Project Professionals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

How much time do you dedicate to leading and managing projects?
What has been the approximate increase or decrease in project numbers at your organization in the past five years?
Please estimate much of your company’s revenue is generated by projects?
Please estimate the ROI% delivered by projects at your company
What's the success ratio of projects in your organization?
What percentage of your organization’s projects are dedicated to the following?
What are the top five challenges your organization faces when implementing projects?
Which of the following stakeholders does your organization keep regularly informed about key projects?
How does your company’s executive team demonstrate the value of projects and project management?
On average how much time do senior leaders in your organization dedicate to sponsoring projects?
Which of the following techniques does your organization have in place to select, prioritize and implement its portfolio of projects?
What training or development have you taken in project management or related competencies?
What percentage of your project or change activities are undertaken using agile versus traditional project management practices?
If your organization has a Project Management Office (PMO) which of the following roles do, they perform?
How do you see project management competencies evolving in your organization over the next five years?
What percentage of external experts (consultants, freelancers) versus your own staff do you employ in your projects?
How many employees does your company have?
Where is your company located?
Any final thoughts you would like to share for our research?
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